TEST 1

Paper 1: Reading and Writing
PART 1 Questions 1–5

Tip
Think about where you
would read each notice.

Which notice (A–H) says this (1–5)?
For questions 1–5, mark the correct letter A–H on your answer sheet.

Example:
0 You can have something different to drink here this week.
0

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1 Tell this person if you have some ideas
about food.

A

2 This place wants people to do holiday
jobs.

B

3 Go here if you’re interested in
international food.

4 Go to this if you want to find out about
healthy food.

H

‘EAT BETTER, FEEL BETTER’
Monday 7–8 p.m.
School Hall
School café
Open after school too!
Closes 6 p.m.

C

Delicious and healthy new
fruit juices on sale now
D

E
5 You can have something to eat here
after classes.
F

G

H

Milly’s Pizzas
Looking for summer work?
Talk to Milly

Cooking easy dishes
Talk by Mr Jones
12.15 p.m.

What new meals should the
school café sell?
Email Mrs Day
SNACK SHOP
Closes for summer holidays
from Friday 15th

Food Club
Learn about how people eat in
other countries
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PART 2 Questions 6–10

Tip
Make sure your answer
fits the words each side
of the gap.

Read the sentences about a visit to the beach.
Choose the best word (A, B or C) for each space.
For questions 6–10, mark A, B or C on your answer sheet.

TEST 1

Example:
0 Sam often
A takes
0

A

the weekend with his aunt.
B goes
C spends

B

C

6 Last Saturday Sam’s aunt
A decided
B invited

him to go to the beach near her flat.
C suggested

7 The beach was very
A famous

because it was a lovely sunny day.
B important
C crowded

8 Sam borrowed a
A boat

from a friend and tried surfing for the first time.
B board
C ball

9 Sam’s aunt said she would
A buy
B cost

for him to have surfing lessons.
C pay

10 They had a great day and Sam says he can’t
A wait
B stand

C help

to go to the beach again.
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PART 5

Questions 28–35

Read the article about dolphins.
Choose the best word (A, B or C) for each space.
For questions 28–35, mark A, B or C on your answer sheet.

TEST 1

Example:
0 A who
0

A

B which

B

Tip
Before you look at the
missing words, read
the text to understand
the general meaning.

C where

C

Dolphins
Dolphins are animals (0)
live in the sea. There are many
different kinds of dolphins and they are (28)
all over the
world. Dolphins are (29)
of the cleverest animals in the
world. They talk to (30)
other using a lot of different
noises. It is interesting to watch (31)
playing in the water.
Dolphins do not sleep in the same way (32)
people do.
Only half of their brain sleeps (33)
a time. This means
that they can always see (34)
an enemy – a shark
perhaps – is coming (35)
close to them.
28 A find

B found

C finding

29 A some

B ones

C any

30 A each

B all

C every

31 A their

B them

C they

32 A than

B so

C as

33 A at

B in

C on

34 A why

B what

C when

35 A enough

B too

C much
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PART 6

Questions 36–40

Read the descriptions of some words about what people do in their
free time.
What is the word for each one?

Tip
You must spell all the
words correctly in this
part of the exam.

TEST 1

The first letter is already there. There is one space for each other
letter in the word.
For questions 36–40, write the words on your answer sheet.

Example:
0 This is a popular sport which people do in a pool or the sea.
0

s w

i

m m

i

n g

36 You look at this when you watch TV or use a
computer.

s

37 You need to have this if you want to go to
the cinema or theatre.

t

38 This is a kind of musical instrument which
pop groups often use.

g

39 If you go on holiday to a campsite, you will
sleep in this.

t

40 You can read this if you want to know what is
happening in the world.

n
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